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This issue is also about hope,
breaking stereotypes and
learning from each other
what it means to love. We
hope that you can learn from
the individuals that are
featured in this issue and
realize that we all have one
thing in common, that we
are all human beings with
stories to tell and hoping to
be accepted and loved.
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PEOPLE WHO ARE
BEST FRIENDS,
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TAKE ON LIFE AS A
TAG TEAM,
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The Love
Letter
Why write a love letter?

For as long as people could write, it seems, the more
romantic and less self-conscious have been penning

They’re always the right gift (Seriously. Who doesn’t want
love letters. But in the era of texting ("luv u") and

a love letter?)

tweeting and emailing, the visceral pleasure of a

You can say things you should have said a long time ago.

handwritten love letter is largely lost.

Your loved ones will cherish them for years

We have gotten so consumed with the use of social

They’re a mindful way of connecting with your loved ones

media and the belief that we do not have enough time

They don’t fade or go out of style

to write love letters. The other day my therapist asked
me to write a letter to my younger self. It was then that
I realised the power of writing a letter.There is
something romantic and special in writing a letter
instead of getting a quote on google or pinterest.
There is something freeing and releasing of emotional

They’re calorie-free! (Please, don’t eat your love letters)
They strengthen your personal relationships.
People respond to affirmation. By telling someone why
you love them, you also reinforce their love for you.
Write a letter to a loved one who has passed on.

baggage in writing a letter.
Writing a letter to a spouse, boyfriend, girlfriend,

We asked q couple of people to write lover letters to

fiancé or any form of a loved one does not have to be

cheach other, to insipre you to do the same. Enjoy...

a tidious process or should not be a reminder of the
500 words essays we used to write in high school.
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I had a couple of days to think about what I wanted
to write to you and it felt way too easy because
uhm we are love or what? (kidding) Five years in....
Five! We have tested each other We been tested We
have cried We have celebrated We have fought We
made love It was and still is a willing game. I don't
know what love is, but I know I love you. I know I
love you because I can come back and say I'm sorry
and mean it. I love you because I want you

Katli & Abner

around*cues Snoh Aalegra* all the damn time, even
when I'm mad at you. Cute clichés but we live those.
I love you because I can share my fav food with you.

😋

I have been broken so many times, I have loved, I

have hated but I kept on loving.. As if I knew what it
all meant. I've written a lot of love letters before
but had No one to send them to but since the woke
world popped, they turned to be social captions

I

have written love letters to you because they made
me happy, whether it stayed in my notes or made it
as a caption. I had a lot of reasons to be selfish
about it but that never stopped me from seeing your
love and giving you the love I knew. I would like to
thank you though, thank you for loving me, thank you
for sharing happiness with me, thank you for rubbing
my belly to sleep when I have period pains, thank
you for always keeping a drumstick for me when we
buy chicken because you know I love it, thank you
for loving shopping more than me, I feel better
knowing you more of an impulsive buyer than me
sometimes, thank you for bring my friend before my
lover. Thank you for being my sibling Bae, my twinny
and my annoying bestie. thank you being you. I will
share one of the love notes from years ago that I
found in my notes. ******* Love is a beautiful thing
We tend to hate it because it can be very painful.
We fail to describe it because it feels different all
the time. We tend to push it away because we don't
really know what it is but pretty sure all we know is
it is meant to be beautiful and sweet. Truth is I have
a lot of love and it has broken me, it has tortured
me, it has led me to unwanted thoughts about what
the hell it should feel like. I will never stop loving
love I will love love till it loves me, no matter how
long it takes and with the taste of love I had I love
loving. *And I know i love loving you with all the
flaws and glitters. * Happy Valentines Day boo boo,
I thank God for you.

NB:

I can't wait to own a puppy with you and name

it something like serendipity

Xoxo Kitty/Your rib/sibling bae/bestie/mfanaka
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Katlego

My love note to my rib
"Thank you for being you and brave enough to
allow yourself to go on journeys that spark
inspiration in both our lives and the paths we've
chosen. You make me feel crazy enough to believe
in anything, especially love.

Abner

Regards Your Rib/Sibling bae/ bestie
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Khumo & Linda

Letter to my love...

My heart loves you... and I follow my heart
wherever it goes. Everything changed the
day I met you. We were young, but we knew
there was something between us. A type of
chemical reaction happened when I came
close to you. Surely back then I lacked the
vocabulary to express what that felt like but I
knew what your love felt like and I knew I was
home. I knew you would stay in my life. I
wanted you there. You are my best friend.
Not for the conventional (over-romanticised)
reasons that naturally come to mind, but
because you genuinely care about my wellbeing. You care wether I am having a good
day or not. You enjoy making me smile and
you always tell me seeing my dimple makes
your day. You make me blush from a deep
place and make me feel sexy, like I'm the only
woman in the world you see. I love how you
always choose to see the best in me even
when I am at my worst.

FEBRUARY

Loving you all these years has taught me that
patience allows me to grow over time and
affords me the opportunity to evolve with
you. Your leadership style is my favourite,
seeing your vision for our family unfold day
by day reminds me that God is faithful in his
promises to us. It's quite special that you
were born on February 13th, God made sure I
get to celebrate you in a very special way for
the rest of our lives. Waking up next to you
every morning means waking up to choose
you all over again. To choose in those
moments to forgive, to begin again, to
recommit to our future and pray for more
wisdom from God in how I can be the best
homie, lover and friend to you. I never knew
what it meant to be chosen for love until you
chose me. You show me everyday, in every
way, how much I mean to you and I can't
thank you enough for validating my heart. I
am never unsure. I love you Mtimande wam
omuhle.
2021
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Khumo

K Bear
Loving you has being the easiest thing for me, I couldn't love you more than I do right now,
but with each passing second that love grows, slowly taking hold of everything within,
ultimately consuming me. Each day I become more of you and you of me, loving you is the
manifestation of souls intertwined. I look forward to forever and a day with you, taking new

♥

Linda

steps with you, falling with you and for you over and over again. Your laugh is the eternal
soundtrack to my happiest memories.I love you to the moon and back.
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I’m finding it incredibly funny that I’m sitting here and
thinking of words to put down on paper with difficulty, yet I
used to write you daily notes with ease…LOL Husband, I am
writing this letter as a token of my love to you, as a
keepsake for you to treasure and as a reminder of my
commitment to us and our life together. It’s amazing of how
far we’ve come, how rigid we’re still standing and how
strong we continue to fight for us. The story of how we met
still brings butterflies to my tummy. You were such a
gentleman, a gentle soul with a lot of love to give.. You
were ready for me. The minute you held my hand to cross
the road, I knew you were the one for me. I’ll forever be
grateful to your cousin for hooking us up. I used to find you
so intimidating yet so inspiring (you still inspire me to this
day). With the intimidation you created a bond of friendship
between us and you’d laugh at any silly joke I’d make. You’d
share the joke with most of your friends and reiterate just
how funny of a person I am. It made me feel good about
myself, as it’s the simplest things in life we forget. We’ve
gone through so many challenges as a young couple, things
I never expected us to go through at such a young age.
From losing three children through miscarriages, to
attending so many therapy sessions. You’ve been so strong
for us and so supportive, I don’t tell nor appreciate you
enough. Through those storms, I think it’s safe to say we’ve
grown apart and extremely close to one another.
Mothwame, I know I have hurt you countless times with my
words and actions and for all of them, I sincerely and ask
for forgiveness. Sometimes our love gets buried amidst the
daily stresses of life. Though I want assure you that thee is
no one else I would balance life with than you. God has
given us the gift of each other and our life together. With
that, I know that when our love starts to get buried, I will
fight to uncover it. Let’s let love heal our baggage, old and
new.

Tshego

&

Thank you for always being the man that you are, for

never judging me, for being quick to apologise, for

Zack

forgetting easy and moving forward. I cannot wait for this
new chapter of our life together.

May God see us through, may your faith carry us and may we never forget that we are each other’s blessings first before we are to the
world. Truly our life together is beautiful. It has been shaped and formed through all that God has allowed us to experience together as a
couple. It is and will forever be us, in good and in bad, literally in sickness and in health, in rich and in poor. With beauty woven throughout
it all and that makes this journey amazing. I love you mothwame
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Tshego

I cannot recall ever writing a letter to express gratitude, words of kindness and love. Even so, it does
not feel any strange that I am writing one addressed to you.We have been together for just four years
going to five but equally so, we have made memories that may take other couples a lifetime to make.
Thank you for choosing me as your lifelong partner and thank you for loving me through the storms
and the sunny days, I appreciate, love and choose you everyday my skat. You made me a better man,
you saved me from my stupid young self and for that I am forever grateful. I pray for your happiness, I

Zack

pray that god blesses you richly and I pray that you live the rest of your life with me fulfilled. Ps. I love
you my friend, partner and future mother of my offspring.
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Dear Mama
Saying “Dear Mama” reminds of
Tu Pac’s song which is played
across all radio stations on
Mother’s Day. Having to put pen
to paper and write this letter has
been one of the most difficult
things I have had to do in a very
long time.Writing this letter
means that I have to confront my
grief. And I mean really confront
it because I have to dig deep and
remember the love my love my
late mother showed us and the
love she left us with. I have to
think back to the past 4 birthdays
without you. The past 4 Mother’s
Day’s without you. The past 4
years’ worth of milestones
without you. The past 4 years
without your physical
embodiment of love.
I wrote about Tu Pac’s song earlier
because it was one of the songs we
played at your 50th birthday
celebration. And boy what a
celebration that was. Little did we
know that 3 months later you would
leave us. Not a day goes by where I do
not think about you. Lately, on most
days, I do not get overwhelmed by
grief. It is gratitude that I am filled
with. Gratitude to God for having

Palesa to her Late Mother

blessed me with a beautiful mother
like you. I guess it is true what they
say, ‘give time time’.

You were a beautiful, warm and loving mother. Very strict and quiet. Always placing a strong emphasis on education.
Thank you Mama.Thank you for loving us in the way you did.
Thank you for showing us, saying goodbye to us before God and your ancestors called you home. This was reassurance
that even in your pain, you wanted us to know that you would continue to love us beyond this world. Thank you for all the
lessons you have left me with. I hope I have made you proud. I have certainly taken them with me in this new chapter of
my life. Dear Mama, you are a Grandmother now. We aptly named her Thingo, which means Rainbow. She is the symbol

Palesa

of hope and love that God blessed us with after your passing. Forever missed, forever loved.

Ke nna Naledi ya hao
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M A K E - U P

L O O K S

F O R T H E
P E R F E C T
V A L E N T I N E
D A T E
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1

segamI decruoS
FEBRUARY
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Clean smooth matte
face with a touch of
gold and nudes

2

Clean Face, Bold Red
and Gold Eye
Shadow,with a clean
lip and matte
spotless face

3

Bold Red Lips, the
colour that
celebrates love, with
a clean face and
touches of gold on
the eye
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3 ESSENTIAL
PRODUCTS
YOU NEED!

02

segamI decruoS

Burgandy Lip Stick
01 by AVON
Big & False Lash
Mascara by AVON

03 Foundation by Luv DR
Beauty

01

31
02

69
03
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"LOVE IS A
COMMITMENT,
NOT JUST A
FEELING"
DAVID WILLIS
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THE LOVE LETTER

INTERVIEW

IT WAS ALWAYS DESTINED FOR THEIR
JOURNEYS TO ALWAYS INTERSECT IN A
WAY THAT THEY WOULD FIND EACH OTHER
TIME AND TIME AGAIN.
AN INTERVIEW WITH MOSHE & PHELO
BY ANELILE DLAMINI GIBIXEGO
Phelo and Moshe Ndiki-Bala met through common

You may think that it is all rainbow dust and that you

friends in 2010 and only started dating a few

will always be swept off your feet. Yet sometimes, its

years later, in 2014. Leading to their private

just shit dust. There is no formula really.” Which is so

wedding ceremony in October 2019. Although their

true, they shared that love is “continuously unlearning

relationship had its fair share of ups and downs,

self and discovering new highs from your partner. The
strength of love is finding strength in the resolve. You
are continuously evolving as a person and the

it was always destined for their journeys to always

relationship evolves with you guys.” Phelo’s recollection

intersect in a way that they would find each other time

of being in love with Moshe includes late-nights,

and time again. We sat down to ask them about the

cuddling and talking, in the beginning, that is

love that they clearly have for each other, marriage

something they did instinctively, eating and staying up

and living while gay in South Africa.

very late to talk and connect. While Moshe loves Phelo,

The couple is well known within the entertainment

he honestly gushingly declares, “I could love Phelo at

industry, Moshe as a TV presenter and host while and

12h15 and think he is absolutely disgusting at 12h30.

Phelo is a musician however, they managed to hide

Yet, when I do love him, I am absolutely besotted with

their marriage from the public for a whole year.Their

him. He is amazing. He is love”. Moshe

love is clear when you watch these two love birds

“I am happy when I make Moshe happy” says Phelo, in

interact with each other, subtle jokes, touches and

an honest tone, “ I love how he cooks for me.” That

teasing between shots. There is no doubt in anyone’s

comes as no surprise as Moshe often shows us the

mind that the love these two shares is not only pure

meals he prepares on Instagram. Although their

but also very intentional. This is what they had to say

primary love languages differ, they do try to merge

on love, their wedding and building a new family

them and create something unique to them with the

together. When asked, what does love mean to you

primary goal to make the other person happy. This is

Phelo and Moshe were aligned in ideology. Moshe

because “Love is an action word in our relationship.”

stating that “Love is a lot of forgiveness, patience and

says Phelo; everyone must labour for the relationship to

acceptance.

work. We love to see it.
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On our wedding day - “We woke up
together naked. Decided what to
wear and we left our home, with
our mothers and went to get
married” – Moshe

It signified that not only was their love valuable to
their loved ones but they also wanted to be part of
the sacrament. The room was filled with emotions
and tears of joy as the two vowed to always love
each other. “I was emotional because I had always
wanted to get married and to build a family. My
husband and I had gone through all we had to go

On the 30th of October 2019 the two suited up,

through in order to get to this very moment” says

went to Home Affairs Roodeport to get married.

Phelo. Moshe’s face lights up as he tells us about

It was a special day because although each

how the ceremony was small, but the emotions and

person needed only two witnesses, the home

the mood was overwhelming, “I would have had the
same emotions whether at the church or a big

affairs office was full, with more than twenty

celebration or white wedding.

people.
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“When you have love,
you have everything.”
- Moshe

Why did you keep the marriage under
the radar?

The size of the ceremony does not qualify the

We wanted to keep it to ourselves, be with each

sanctity of the marriage. We went through the

other one on one. It was not a secret or that we

exact emotions, knowing that we had chosen

were ashamed of each other. Our love was not

each other and vowed to be together was an

hidden and our close circle of friends always

amazing experience.” Although he had to quickly

knew. We aimed to experience each other

go to work afterwards, it was okay because they

without too much influence and critique from

still plan on more celebrations of their love. “We

other people. This privacy gave them space to

love that we did the legal union small, with really

truly be with each other, learn and decide if we

close people. We have a journey still to follow,

made the correct decision. We love each other,

both traditional and in a white wedding

that we knew, but the institution of marriage is

formation. Being two Xhosa men, we have to be

different. So when we reached the one year

creative in the process to ensure that our union

mark, we felt that we could bring everyone into

brings us joy, respects our beliefs as well as our

the love and be secure in ourselves and on our

families.

chosen path. That is when we did the tattoos

Family has been a very important part of Moshe

also, they serve as a second wedding ring. They

and Phelo’s love. Phelo shares that ‘their love for

are very special to us. Tattoos were a symbol of

us and our love for them is deep. We spent
Christmas with both of our parents and looking at

the first year of marriage, we decided to have
our initials on our ring fingers.

them and us thinking this is what love looks like.”
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“When you have love, you have everything.” Moshe
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On gay marriage –
“We have built our own
template on our
marriage.”-Phelo
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Some of the negatives include the assumption
that “gay marriages never last” we are told by
Phelo. Perhaps it is because there are not a lot of
older gay couples that successfully display gay
marriage. It is improper for people to project
those feelings on their marriage. With this, the
duo is ready to be the iconic black gay couple in
SA. Jokingly Moshe says, “People will often think
that since we are both men, we resolve conflict
like amaGrootman. Hayi Suka, I am not your
homeboy here! When we argue we must sit like
equals and thrash it out. Communication is an
important part of this!”.

On being gay
“I am a black and gay man in South
Africa mtakabawo. I am a
superhero” - Moshe
Being on the cover of a black produced
magazine like Oak Ave Magazine is a
manifestation of our love and our labour. To stand
as a new template for love for what love can look
like in front of all of South Africa is remarkable. It
is rare for black gay love to be celebrated on the
month of love and on the cover. “I am a black
and gay man in SA mtakabawo. I am a
superhero” Moshe loudly affirms. “I love my gays”
Moshe declares, as not only a member of the
community but also a pride activist.
“Gays are built differently. They are resilient and
strong. This is a result of our lived experiences
constantly requiring us to be strong. We fight
because loving someone should not be difficult, it
should not be hard. Two people must just be in

LOOKS BY NTANDO XV

love and be allowed to practise their sexual
orientation”.
They mentioned how easy the process was at
Home Affairs, they did not experience any conflict
or prejudice. The system is straightforward and
simple. This is not the case in other African
countries and for us to have this, is quite
remarkable. This process included the new
double-barrel surnames, for each partner to add
their partner’s surname.
“It was a very intentional decision for both of us
to have our surnames. This is because we want to
build a family and our children would need to
know about our lineage. Not necessarily the
legacy of wealth and business but that of love” FEBRUARY
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WHY DO YOU
LOVE MOSHE?
1.He has a deep care for others. He
often will sacrifice himself for others
when he loves them.

2.He is a great cook. I have a clear
memory of him cooking for me and my
cousin at my cousins home. That is
what I remember as our first date,
where I realised that I would love him
deeply and for a long time

3.He gives great advice, although I do
not always admit it. He is more upfront
in conflict resolution and does not
wait. It always gives me a different
perspective.

WHAT ARE SOME OF
THE THINGS YOU
ENJOY TOGETHER?
1.Phelo is a homebody and enjoys
spending quality time indoors. So
often we will binge-watch a series
together, spend three days without
bathing and not step a foot outside.

LOOKS BY NTANDO XV

We just watched The Crown and loved
it.

2.In the same breath we love to travel,
so quick short left getaways are
common when we can decide on a
small vacay and spend more time
together.

3.We love looking good and matching
outfits. One of us usually picks the
outfit for us and the other one wears
it without fail. It is a good system.
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What does Valentine’s day mean to the Ndiki-Bala family?
M: It means gifts, spas, flowers and the works. I believe that we continuously show love to one another but on
valentines day, it is actioned categorically and exclusively.

P: It means gifts. It is a day to show appreciation and affirmation of love. There is a lot that happens in life and
sometimes we do not fully show it. Valentine's day gives you a chance to elevate and intentionally make your partner
happy.

Moshe:

What are the most annoying things about the other?

He does not acknowledge my favourite series.
Phelo leaves all of his clothes, towels on the floor on the side of his bed.
Phelo loooooves bathing and changing clothes unnecessarily.
Phelo will not replace the toilet paper on the handle, although he will fetch
the new roll but he will not change it

Phelo:·

Lazy - Loves to negotiate chores and thinks I do not see that he is trying to

Competitive with the affection as if there is a score board
Moshe leaves clothes on the bathroom floor
Noisy
Moshe will not let me sleep, yet he has morning calls and I have to wake
him up for work in the morning
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get out of chores
Moshe is very petty.

"Of all the human beings I have ever come across in this entire world,
not even one drives me as crazy (in a good and annoying way

😂).

LOOKS BY NTANDO XV

You're so caring. Even though we're married, you still find ways to
sweep me off my feet.
When you are not ok, my day is not the same and everything we do
together constantly reminds me of why I'm here.

❤"

Phelo

I love you today, tomorrow, forever and always
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- Phelva

When I say I love you or I love you more , I don’t just
mean I love you more than you love me..
I mean I love you more than the bad days ahead of
us
I love you more than any fight we will ever have
I love you more than any obstacle that will ever
and come between us
I love you more than you will ever know .

Moshe
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PHOTOGRAPHY:
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STYLIST:
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PPANTS BY SIHLE MASANGO, BODY SUITE BY MAYLEE #COKETHREDS
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DRESS BY; KISUA AFRICA
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SKIRT AND TOP BY: MMUSOMAXWELL
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DRESS BY: SHAAZIA ADAM

DRESS BY: LUNAR
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DJACKET BY: SHAAZIA ADAM, PANTS BY: K.MORABA&COLLECTIVE
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ORDER
NOW
thabojason@gmail.com

0832616361 OR 0632444709

Couple Goals

Celebrities that make us
want to be in love

I remember when hard
lock down hit, people on
the social media streets
were saying this will test
relationships. Some self
proclaimed experts even
said most of these
relationships were not
going to survive this
lockdown.
I guess they were basing
their "findings" on the
ability of spending 24
hours with your spouse.
It was so exciting to see
some of our celebrities
going strong and even
some finding love and
getting married. What
better way to celebrate
the month of love than
celebrating these couples
and wishing them 100
more anniversaries to
come. It is because of
you thatSouth African's
find hope in love, find
hope in a better
tomorrow and giving
some of us something to
look forward to. OM

All pictures were sourced from their Instagram
accounts

www.oakmag.co.za

10. Lerato & Phetola

10

09. Hungani & Stephanie
08. Nomsa & Zandile

COUPLE
GOALS

08

09
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COUPLE GOALS
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05
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07. Lamiez & Kuli
06. Phumeza & Mnqobi
05. Caster & Violet
04. Warren & Kgaugelo
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No.3

Dineo & Klaas
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Ntokozo & Nqubeko
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No. 1

Thapelo & Lesego
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Vanilla Copper Mango
Chai Don Pedro

Not for sale to persons under the Age of 18 | Enjoy Responsibly

OAK'S
KITCHEN

It does not mean
that you cannot
have a romantic
valentines dinner just
because lockdown
still on. So we called
on the amazing

Chef Zingisa
to come rescue us.

@foodrevisited

@chefzingi
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Serves 4
2 large tomatoes, cut in slices
2 large avocados, cut in slices
and cubes
4 Tbsp balsamic reduction
150g cherry tomatoes

A news article can include accounts of
eyewitnesses to the happening event. It can

50g feta, cut into cubes

contain photographs, accounts, statistics, graphs,
recollections, interviews, polls, debates on the

Handful of fresh basilSea salt

topic, etc. Headlines can be used to focus the
reader’s attention on a particular (or main) part of

Black pepper

the article. The writer can also give facts and
detailed information following answers to general
questions like who, what, when, where, why.

A news article is usually on a well-defined topic or
topics that are related in some way, such as a
factual account of a newsworthy event. The writer
is objective and shows all sides to an issue in the
general scheme of things.

Not-so-caprese Salad

1.Arrange the tomato slices across the serving plate.

2.Place the avocado slices and cubes in between the slices of tomato.

3.Fill in the gaps with the cherry tomatoes and top with the cubed feta

4.Garnish with fresh basil leaves and drizzle with balsamic reduction.

5.Season with sea salt and pepper and serve.
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Beef fillet with Parmesan mash,
steamed baby carrots and a garlic jus
PROCEDURE

INGREDIENTS

In a pot, boil the potatoes in seasoned water.

Serves 4

Once cooked, mash until smooth.

For the fillet:

Warm up the butter and milk. Pour mixture into mashed

+- 1kg whole beef fillet, trimmed

potatoes and combine.Season to taste and add

Olive oil, as much as needed

Parmesan.

1 sprig fresh Thyme
3 Tbsp butter

For the garlic jus, roast the bulb of garlic at 180°C until

For the Parmesan mash:

soft. Boil water, add Demi glacé powder, rosemary and

4 large potatoes, peeled and quartered

season. Squeeze in the roasted garlic and keep the
bulbs. Reduce the lower to half the amount and add

50g Parmesan

the roasted garlic bulb. Reduce until thick and glossy.

20g butter

Strain and hold. In a pot, boil the baby carrots until

1 cup milk

cooked.

For the garlic jus:
4g Demi glacé powder

For the fillet, clean the fillet by cutting away the silver
1 whole garlic bulb

skin. Portion into 4 even pieces and rub generously with

1 sprig fresh Rosemary

oil and season salt and pepper. Add a generous drizzle

50g butter

of olive oil to a very hot frying pan and cook the fillet

200ml water

for 8 minutes (2 minutes per side – top, bottom and

170g baby carrots

sides for medium rare). While the filets are cooking,

Salt, to taste

add in a spring of thyme and 3 Tbsp of butter.

Pepper, to taste

Continuously spoon the butter from the pan over the
fillets
while cooking. Once cooked, rest for 4 minutes
14
before serving.
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MELANZANE

Serves 4
2 large Aubergine, cut into 2cm disks
4 Tbsp Olive oil
40g grated Parmesan1 tin puréed tomatoes
1 clove of garlic, crushed
¼ onion, finely chopped

5g Finely chopped fresh basil
Handful of fresh basil
Salt, to taste
Pepper, to taste

Procedure
In a hot pan, add 3 tablespoons of olive oil and fry the aubergine disk until cooked. Season with salt
and pepper. In a saucepan, add the remaining olive oil and sauté the garlic until fragrant. Add in the
onion and cook until soft. Add in the puréed tomatoes and the finely chopped basil. Simmer for 5
minutes. To serve, alternate a slice of aubergine with a spoon of the sauce, building a stack of four
slices. Serve with a generous amount of Parmesan and garnish with fresh basil.
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DECONSTRUCTED
LEMON MERINGUE
Serves 4
2 queen cakes

For chocolate mousse:
2 egg whites
3 Tbsp sugar4 egg yolks
1 cup fresh cream
110g melted dark chocolate

For ‘Meringue’:
1 cup whipping cream
1tsp vanilla essence

½

cup castor sugar

Lemon curd:
2 egg yolks, at room temperature
1/3 cup sugar

¼

cup butter

1/3 cup freshly squeezed lemon juice
Edible flowers, to garnishAny assortment
of berries, to garnishWalnuts, crushed to
garnis

Procedure
To make the chocolate mousse, beat the
cream to form stiff peaks then
refrigerate.In a bowl, add in the egg yolks
and 2 Tbsp sugar. Place the bowl over a
pot of simmering water and whisk
continuously to cook, until double in

until the curd is thick enough to hold the marks of the whisk,

volume +- 3 minutes. Remove from heat
and add the melted chocolate and stir to

+- 7 minutes.
Transfer into a bowl and cover the surface with plastic wrap.

combine. Beat the egg whites with the

Refrigerate till cold.To make the meringue, whisk whipping

remaining sugar. Fold the whipped whites

cream to soft peaks.Gradually add the sugar and continue

into the whipped cream then gently fold

whisking to stiff peaks.To serve, plate three tablespoons of

into the chocolate mix. Refrigerate for at

meringue and top each with one teaspoon of lemon curd.

least 1 hour, until set. To make the lemon

Add two tablespoons of chocolate mousse. Break the Queen

curd, combine the sugar, lemon juice, egg

cake into large chunks and place a few pieces in between

yolks into a saucepan. Add the butter and

the mousse and meringue. Garnish with fresh berries, walnuts

cook over a low heat, whisking

and edible flowers.

continuously
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FASHION
DIRECTORY
02

03

ERRE FASHION

THE FASHION AGENT

ERRE-

SHOWROOM@THEFAS

FASHION.COM

HIONAGENT.CO.ZA

01
APPLICATION
FORM
BIOS@APPLICATI
ONFORM.STUDIO

KISUA
KISUA.COM
CARE@KISUA.COM

06

05

04

K.MORABA &
COLLECTIVE
KELETSO.MORABA
@GMAIL.COM

LUNAR
LUNARLIFE.COM
44 STANLEY
AVENUE,
JOHANNESBURG

07
MMUSOMAXWELL
STUDIO@MMUSO
MAXWELL.COM

08

09

NTANDO XV
NTANDOXV@GMA
IL.COM

SHAAZIA ADAM
SHAAZIA.ADAM@
GMAIL.COM
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